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Walk, Move and Live with Dr. Weil’s Integrative Footwear Collection for Spring 2012 
Groundbreaking designs take you where you want to go, balanced, energized and in style  

 
San Rafael, CA – Spring 2012 – Andrew Weil, M.D., an internationally recognized leader and pioneer in 
the field of integrative medicine, offers inspiration to those who want to walk in comfort and style, with 
his healing-oriented spring 2012 collection.  Featuring AMS Aided Motion System™ orthotic technology, 
Weil sandals parallel the spring season’s most popular trends with snakeskin, nubuck and mixed metallic 
detailing. The newly introduced active walking collection combines outdoor technology with savvy style 
appeal for optimal performance with an edge. 
 
“We want to promote healthy feet for the active lifestyle, providing our customers with a revitalized 
performance-based style and improved functionality” says Phil Vasyli, founder of Orthaheel USA and co-
founder of the Dr. Weil Integrative Footwear Collection. “We are especially pleased to unveil our new 
active walking collection which lends our functional footwear a sportier edge.” 
 
Designed to put some spring in your step and add some style to your everyday look, the Weil spring 
collection features a wide range of silhouettes, from the everyday sandals and feminine slip-ons to the 
adventurous active walking shoe. For those who love a dash of flash in their skinny strap sandals, Weil’s 
Spirit II in snakeskin makes a lovely addition to a breezy spring dress. For off-duty ensembles, the Dhyana 
features a soft and feminine flower accent while boasting a back-strap for maximum support and 
comfort. And the widely popular Restore II maintains the signature sleek straps with added adjustable 
buckles, ideal for daily activities.   
 
For rugged outdoor performance, the Rhythm is  offered in earth-inspired tones with key elements to 
support an active lifestyle.  All performance shoes feature a signature removable orthotic, durable and 
slip-resistant rubber sole, flex grooves and lightweight, breathable mesh uppers.  
 
Dr. Weil donates all of his after-tax profits from sales of Weil Integrative Footwear products directly to 
the Weil Foundation, a not-for-profit organization dedicated to supporting integrative medicine through 
training, education and research. 
 
The footwear collection ranges in price from $89.95 to $129.95 and is available at Dillards and select 
retailers across North America. For more information and to view informative videos on the health 
benefits of walking and the Weil Integrative Footwear collection, please visit www.weilbeing.com. 
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http://www.weilbeing.com/
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Walk, Move and Live continued: 
 
 
 

 
 
 

About Weil Integrative Footwear 

The Weil Integrative Footwear Collection is created in collaboration with Vasyli LLC, whose founder, 
Australian podiatrist Phillip Vasyli, is among the world’s leading producers of orthotics. The line’s primary 
styles include sandals for both men and women and walking shoes for women. Each design incorporates 
the proprietary Aided Motion System™ footbed technology developed by Vasyli. For more information, 
please visit www.weilbeing.com. 
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